HOLIDAY’S HOME WORK
CLASS IX:
Co scholastic:
Write the information of how to procure transport facilities online? Also add
some advertisements to make it attractive. Include as many transport facilities
as you can.
English:
1.)Read the following book as prescribed by the CBSE.
Three Men In A Boat ( chapter 1- 10)
Answer the following questions in the practice note book:
 Plot & theme
 Character sketches of the three friends and Montmorency
2) Read the newspaper daily. Collect and paste any five articles in your practice
note book.
Based on the theme of those five articles, draft as many as five speeches each
dealing with a different issue.
Beside the above mentioned tasks, you shall be given certain exercises from
MCB and workbook to be completed during the break. You shall be required to
mark them in the books as indicated by your respective teacher.
3) Draft a poster emphasising the threats to growing cyber use in countries like
India, Canada, Australia & Germany.
Or
Draft a poster on the theme “ Securing Our Digital Natives.”
4) Pick any novel of your choice written by Ruskin Bond. You would be asked to
summarise it in your English period. You would also be asked about your
favourite character from the pick of your choice.
Your options are:
The room on the roof
Time stops at shamli
Delhi is not far

Hindi:

Maths:
1. Complete Lab Manual activities 1, 2, 3 and 4.The work should be done
with neatness and accuracy.
2. Complete the assignments given on chapter I,2,3 and 5 in assignment
register.
3. Conduct a survey on 5 different families to check their awareness about
cyber security and record the data in the form of scores. The family
member should be within the age group of 12-60 years. Convert the
scores into percentage and make two pie charts
1) as per age and
2) as per profession. Analyse the data and answer the following
questions:
a.
b.
c.

Which age group is most cyber secure?
Which age group needs to learn more about cyber security?
Which family member can most suitably help others in making them
cyber secure?

Science
1) Make a poster on Delhi Progress must, Environment First.
2) Complete practical file of physics, chemistry and biology.
3) Make a poster depicting the ill effects of over usage of mobile phones on
human body.
4) Do the assignments given.

Social Science
1. Project Work- -Each student should prepare a project on “Disaster risk
management- Understanding Disaster Mitigation”.
Instructionsa. Project should be handwritten only and should be made with the
help of newspapers, magazines and internet.
b. The project should not be more than 15 foolscap pages.
c. The project report will be developed in this sequence.
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Teacher’s report
d. Submission- First week of July,2017
Do the assignments and map work given in the class.

3.

Revise the syllabus for Periodic Test 1



4.
Prepare a Powerpoint Presentation, with a comparison chart on “cyber
safety”, looking into India, Canada , Australia & Germany.

FIT
1. Complete the quiz www.bit.ly/csaoquiz
2. Carry out a research and make a presentation on increasing trends and
frequency of Internet users across the globe. Also highlight the growing need
of Cyber Safety
3. Prepare for Periodic test 1

